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Abstract—Set similarity join is an essential operation to ﬁnd
similar pairs of records in data integration and data analytics
applications. To cope with the increasing scale of the data, several
techniques have been proposed to perform set similarity join
using distributed frameworks (e.g. MapReduce). In particular,
it is publicly available a MapReduce implementation of the
PPJoin, that was experimentally demonstrated as one of the
best set similarity join algorithm. However, these techniques
produce huge amounts of duplicates in order to perform a
successful parallel processing. Moreover, these approaches do
not guarantee the load balancing, which generates skewness
problem and less scalability of these techniques. To address
these problems, we propose a duplicate-free technique called
TTJoin, that performs set similarity join efﬁciently by utilizing
an innovative ﬁlter derived from the preﬁx ﬁlter. Moreover, we
implemented TTJoin on Apache Spark, that is one of the
most innovative distributed framework. Several experiments on
real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
solution with respect to either traditional TTJoin MapReduce
implementation.

similarity join has received much attention from both academia
and industry, and different techniques have been developed. In
particular, one of the most famous techniques for set similarity
join is the PPJoin [8], that is also one of the fastest
one [9]. PPJoin is an improvement of a previous work
based on preﬁx ﬁlter, called SSJoin [10]. A MapReduce
implementation based on Hadoop of PPJoin is presented
in [11]. This parallel PPJoin implementation has two main
issues on large datasets:
• generation of duplicate pairs, that are eliminated at the
end of the process, slowing the execution;
• Load balancing, due to different frequency of tokens,
causing skewness (i.e., workers can have signiﬁcant different execution times).
To solve these issues we propose a variant of PPJoin that
avoid the generation of duplicates in a distributed environment,
called PPADJoin (Avoid Duplicates) and a new load balancing method. Moreover, we propose a novel ﬁlter based on the
preﬁx ﬁlter principle called Two Tokens Join (TTJoin).
From the experimental point of view, we ﬁrst show the
performance improvement of PPADJoin and then we show
how TTJoin outperforms PPADJoin in all experiments.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
the related works on SSJoin and PPJoin. The proposed
improvements are illustrated in Section III. Then, experimental
results are shown in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section V.

Index Terms—Similarity Join, Big Data, Record Linkage

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing of the volume of data (i.e. Big Data)
managing and extracting valuable information from these
huge amount of data has become a hot research topic both
in Academy and Industry. Different techniques have been
proposed to create tools that are able to explore [1] [2] [3] and
to integrate [4] [5] in a efﬁciently way high volume of data.
One of the most promising approach to ﬁnd similar records
on big datasets is the similarity join. Similarity join is used in
a wide range of applications to ﬁnd similar data, ranging from
data integration to marketing analysis. Moreover, it can be
used in keyword search engines to perform similarity queries
[6] [7]. In many scenarios data can be transformed into sets, for
example documents can be see as a set of words, or in market
analysis user purchases can be considered as a set of tokens
related to a speciﬁc user. Thus, computation of set similarity
can be used in a many applications.
The set similarity join ﬁnds pairs of similar sets from one
or more set collections. The join between the same collection
is also called self join, while the join between two different
collections (R and S) is called RSJoin. Two sets are similar
if their overlap (i.e. number of shared elements) exceeds
some user-deﬁned threshold. The efﬁcient computation of set
978-1-5386-7879-4/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/HPCS.2018.00136

II. P RELIMINARIES
A. SSJoin
SSJoin proposed by Chaudhuri et al. [10], is based on
overlap similarity (i.e. the elements shared by two records).
The overlap similarity is deﬁned as follow:
Deﬁnition 1 (Overlap similarity): OVERLAP SIMILARITY.
Given two sets s1, s2 (representing two records) we consider
the overlap similarity, denoted Overlap(s1, s2) as Overlap(s1,
s2) = |s1 ∩ s2|.
In order to generate less candidate pairs the authors proposed an implementation of SSJoin using the
prefix-filter.
A formal principle of prefix-filter is given in [8].
To deﬁne the preﬁx of a set its elements have to be ordered
by a given ordering.
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Lemma 1 (The Preﬁx Filter principle:): Given a global
ordering O of the token universe U and a collection of sets,
each with tokens sorted in the order of O. Let the p-preﬁx of
a set x be the ﬁrst p tokens of x. If Overlap(x, y) ≥ α, then
the (|x| − α + 1), preﬁx of x, and the (|y| − α + 1), preﬁx
of y, must share at least one token. Where α is the requested
overlapping.
By using this principle, it is possible to ﬁnd pairs with at
least one common element in the preﬁx. Hence, it generates
fewer pairs than the cartesian product, this means that there are
less pairs to verify. Another interesting point of this algorithm
is the ordering, since using the rare tokens of a set as preﬁx
tokens can minimize the number of generated candidate pairs.
So the order of tokens is usually given by the document
frequency (i.e. in how many documents a token appears).
It is also possible to use SSJoin with other similarity
measures (e.g. Edit distance, Dice, Cosine, Jaccard) that can
be re-conducted to the overlap one.

parallelization details, and providing a fault tolerance system.
An open source implementation of GFS and MapReduce is
available with the name of Apache Hadoop, and its distributed
ﬁle system is called HDFS.
With Apache Hadoop, the open source community has a
powerful framework to develop distributed application. However, the framework has several limitations. Applications such
as machine learning and graph analytics iteratively process the
data, this means multiple rounds of map reduce iterations are
performed on the same data. In MapReduce, every job reads
its input data from HDFS, processes it, and then writes it back
to HDFS. For the subsequent job to consume the output of a
previously run job, it has to repeat the read, process, and write
cycle. For iterative algorithms, which want to read once, and
iterate over the data many times, the MapReduce model poses
a signiﬁcant overhead. To overcome the above limitations of
MapReduce, Apache Spark uses Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs) [17], which implements in-memory data structures
used to cache intermediate data across a set of nodes. Since
RDDs can be kept in memory, algorithms can iterate over
RDD data many times very efﬁciently [18]. A performance
comparison and analysis between the two frameworks is
presented in [18].

B. PPJoin
PPJoin
proposed by Xiao et al. in [8] is an
improvement of SSJoin. It adds a new ﬁlter called
position-filter
that prune more efﬁciently the
pairs, reducing the number of candidate pairs. Therefore, the new algorithm use both prefix-filter and
position-filter, it is called PPJoin. Also, in the
same paper the authors proposed an other ﬁlter called
suffix-filter. However, in [9] it was demonstrated that
the suffix-filter is not convenient, since it is too
complex and expensive in term of time.

E. PPJoin by using MapReduce framework
In [11], authors proposed a MapReduce implementation of PPJoin. During map and shufﬂe phase, the
prefix-filter is exploited to generate blocks (i.e. cluster
of sets): sets that have at least one common token are grouped
in the same block. During reduce phase, in each block, the
sets are combined to obtain candidate pairs, and the pairs are
pruned using the position-filter.
This PPJoin implementation have two main issues: generates duplicate pairs, and the workload is unbalanced.
a) Generation of duplicate pairs: One of the main problem is the generation of many duplicates, due to multiple
overlapping tokens in the preﬁx.
The problem is presented in Figure 2. Records 1 and 21
have in common tokens A and B. This leads, records 1 and
21 are together in block A and B. Thus, both blocks generate
the pair (1, 21).
Duplicates causes performance issues, since their elimination is an expensive operation.
b) Record skew: The main workload of PPJoin is in
the reducing phase, where the sets are combined and ﬁltered.
The computation time of this phase depends by the number of
sets contained in each block, more sets are grouped in a block,
more time is required to compute that block. The number of
sets in the blocks depends by the token frequencies in the
preﬁxes. The workload balancing is a very important task for
distributed applications.

C. Other similarity join derived from Preﬁx-Filter
In literature there are several join techniques derived from
prefix-filter:
• GroupJoin [12];
• MPJoin [13];
• MPJoin-PEL [14];
• AdaptJoin [15].
Each of these joins has its speciﬁc quality and application
domains, it is possible to ﬁnd a comparison of them in [9].
From this evaluation PPJoin emerges as the most promising
techniques, so we choose to use it for our work.
D. MapReduce and Spark
MapReduce is a programming model and an associated
implementation for processing and large datasets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster of machines [16]. The
principle is simple, it uses the ”divide and conquer” strategy
to process a large amount of data. The large datasets are stored
into GFS (Google File System), which is a distributed ﬁle system; this means that the dataset is stored into many machines
that compose the GFS. With the MapReduce paradigm, large
input data are divided into smaller partitions and processed in
distributed fashion.
It allows to write distributed programs in a simple way,
since it provides an high level of abstraction, hiding the

III. PPJ OIN IMPROVEMENTS
A. PPJoin variant: Avoid Duplicates
We designed a variant of PPJoin to avoid the generation
of duplicates, i.e. PPADJoin (Avoid Duplicates) As men-
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Fig. 1: MapReduce implementation of PPJoin.

Fig. 2: Duplicate generation example
tioned the generation of duplicate candidate pairs is caused
by records that have more than one overlapping token in the
preﬁx. As shown in the example the pair 1,21 is present
two times in the results, due to multiple overlap in preﬁx
tokens. Our solution is to generate candidate pairs only from
one overlapping preﬁx token .
To achieve this, when PPADJoin combines the records
in a block checks if the last common token in the preﬁx of
a pair corresponds to the token that has generated that block,
and only if this is true emits the pair. In this way, if two tokens
co-occur in more than one block, will be emitted only once,
by their last common token. A prerequisite of this approach is
that the tokens in the sets have to be sorted based on a global
order.
The pseudo-code of candidate pairs generation is shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: PPADJoin - Candidate pairs generation
input : P ref ixT oken token that generates the block
input : Ri sets of the ﬁrst dataset (R) that contains the
P ref ixT oken. ri ∈ Ri is (rid , rtokens )
input : Si sets of the second dataset (S) that contains the
P ref ixT oken. si ∈ si is (sid , stokens )
input : t the request similarity threshold
output: CandidateP airs
CandidateP airs ← {}
for r ∈ Ri do
for s ∈ Si do
if passLengthF ilter(|rtokens |, |stokens |, t)) then
lastOverlapT oken ←
getLastOverlap(rtokens , stokens , t)
if P ref ixT oken = lastOverlapT oken then
overlaps ←
getOverlaps(rtokens , stokens , t)
if overlaps > 0 then
CandidateP airs ←
CandidateP airs ∪ (rid , sid )
end
end
end
end
end

B. Load Balancing
In a distributed environment one of the most important issue
is load balancing; if the workload is not well distributed there
can be skew problems, that means that some workers will
ﬁnish their jobs before others, remaining idle, wasting computation resources. The operation with the largest computation
time is the main target to balance. In the case of PPJoin is
the candidate pairs generation step, since PPJoin performs
the partition of records based on the common preﬁx tokens,
these preﬁx tokens can have very different frequencies. As
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when candidate pairs are generated by the prefix-filter,
it is possible to use a more restrictive formula to calculate the
preﬁx.
Two Token Filter is designed to be more restrictive, and it is
deﬁned starting from the relation between Overlap and Jaccard
similarities, demonstrated in [8]. This relation is shown in
Equation 4.

consequence, the computation time can be vary a lot. To
distribute the workload, a custom partitioner is designed. The
input of this step are tuples (tid , [(rid, [tokens], position)]),
since PPJoin performs a group by tid , and the results are
tuples with a tid and an array of (rid , [tokens], position) with
same tid . PPJoin has to assign tid to task based on the
workload of candidate pair generation. The complexity of this
work load is based on the number of comparisons of records
of each tid , i.e. NC. For self join the number of comparison
is:
N C = rSize ∗ (rSize − 1)/2

1
· (|x| + |y|)
(4)
1+t
In the Equation 4: x and y are two ordered sets, J(x, y) is
their Jaccard similarity; O(x, y) is their overlap similarity; t
and α are the thresholds of Jaccard and Overlap similarity; |x|
and |y| are the sizes of sets x and y. α represents the number
of minimum overlap to have the condition J(x, y) ≥ t.
DT (Different Token) is an element in x and not contained
in y. M axN DT (x) is the maximum number of DT that can
be present in x without violate the constraint J(x, y) ≥ t.
M axN DT (x) can be calculated as:
J(x, y) ≥ t ⇐⇒ O(x, y) ≥ α =

(1)

Where rSize is the size of Array.
For RSJoin the number of combination is:
N C = rSize ∗ sSize

(2)

Where rSize is the number of records of the ﬁrst dataset
in the array, and sSize is the number of records of the second
dataset in the array.
PPJoin uses the NCs to check the computation cost to
balance workload. The custom partitioner starts to distribute
tid with higher NC, and allocates groups of records to the
partition with the lowest workload. The workload of each partition is calculated as the sum of NC of tids already allocated
in the partition. The pseudo-algorithm used to distribute blocks
is shown in Algorithm 2.

|DT (x)| = |x| − |x ∩ y| ⇒ |x ∩ y| = |x| − |DT (x)|
Since:
O(x, y) = |x ∩ y| ≥ α ⇒ |x| − |DT (x)| ≥ α
⇒ M axN DT (x) = |x| − α

(5)

The same reasoning can be applied to the elements of y.
Algorithm 2: Blocks assignments

M axN DT (y) = |y| − α

input : blocks list of blocks with blockID and NC, sorted
by NC
input : n number of partitions
output: blockAssignments
blockAssignments ← {}
partitionsW orkloads ← list[n]
for p ∈ partitionsW orkloads do
p←0
end
for b ∈ blocks do
pIndex ←
getIndexW ithM inV alue(partitionsW orkloads)
partitionsW orkloads[pIndex] ←
partitionsW orkloads[pIndex] + bN C
blockAssignments ←
blockAssignments ∪ (pIndex, bblockID )
end

If the constraint J(x, y) ≥ t is veriﬁed, in a subset of x with
M axN DT (x) + 2 elements, it is possible to deduce that there
are at least two elements which have to be present in y. Thus,
with x and y ordered, the ﬁrsts M axN DT (x) + 2 elements
from x (this set of elements is denoted with T T P ref ix(x))
and the ﬁrsts M axN DT (y) + 2 elements from y (this set of
elements is denoted with T T P ref ix(y)) must have at least 2
elements in common.
|T T P ref ix(x)| = M axN DT (x) + 2 = |x| − α + 2

(7)

|T T P ref ix(y)| = M axN DT (y) + 2 = |y| − α + 2

(8)

To demonstrate this, considering |x|
|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ T T P ref ix(y)| < 2, thus:

C. TTJoin
PPJoin
exploits
prefix-filter
and
position-filter. We propose a new ﬁlter method
based on prefix-filter. prefix-filter is based
on the analysis of the preﬁx, the size of the preﬁx is given
by Equation 3.
P ref ixSize = |x| − t · |x| + 1

(6)

≥

|y| and

|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ T T P ref ix(y)| = 1

(9)

To satisfy O(x, y) ≥ α:
|x ∩ y| ≥ α ⇒
|(x − T T P ref ix(x)) ∩ (y)| + |T T P ref ix(x) ∩ y| ≥ α ⇒
|(x − T T P ref ix(x)) ∩ (y)|+
|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ y − T T P ref ix(y)|+
|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ T T P ref ix(y)| ≥ α

(3)

The equation 3 is employed during the blocking phase, since
it is not possible to know a priori the cardinality of y. However,
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Now, applying the condition of Equation 9 will results:

TABLE I: Datasets statistics

|(x − T T P ref ix(x)) ∩ (y)|+
|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ y − T T P ref ix(y)| ≥ α − 1

Dataset
Enron Mails
PubMed Abstract
Citations - Citeseer
Citations - DBLP

ro (remain overlaps) is the left part of above equation:
ro = |(x − T T P ref ix(x)) ∩ (y)|+
|T T P ref ix(x) ∩ y − T T P ref ix(y)|

Rows
0.5 million
13 million
1.8 million
2.5 million

Max
47064
1082
51
38

Min
1
1
1
1

AVG
141.01
104.20
7.67
9.24

Std dev
253.30
36.49
4.35
3.53

number of distinct tokens in a document, min is the minimum
number of tokens in a documents, and AVG and std are
respectively the average and the standard deviation.
Enron Mails is the smallest dataset in terms of number
of documents, however each document has 141 on average distinct token. Citations datasets have more documents,
through, these datasets have less distinct tokens, whereby, the
computation on Citations is the fastest. PubMed Abstracts
is the largest dataset, with 13 millions of documents. Since,
PPJoin cannot complete the process for the whole dataset, a
subset of PubMed Abstracts, 20% of the whole dataset, is created to evaluate PPJoin ; this subset is named PubMed020.

Hence, tokens in x and y are sorted and |x| ≥ |y|, it is possible
to prove that ro cannot be > max(|(x−T T P ref ix(x))|, |y −
T T P ref ix(y)|), since, |x| ≥ |y|, this means that with the
maximum value of ro will be |(x − T T P ref ix(x))|, thus, to
satisfy O(x, y) ≥ α:
|(x − T T P ref ix(x))| ≥ α − 1 ⇒
|x| − |T T P ref ix(x)| ≥ α − 1
Since:
|T T P ref ix(x)| = |x| − α + 2 ⇒

B. Conﬁguration
The evaluation was performed on a cluster where each node
owns two Intel Xeon E5-2697 v4 at 2.3GHz (36 cores overall)
and 128 Gb of RAM. As framework Apache spark 2.1.0 is
used, the code is developed in Scala 2.11.8.

|x| − (|x| − α + 2) ≥ α − 1
This demonstrate that it is impossible to satisfy O(x, y) ≥ α
if |T T P ref ix(x) ∩ T T P ref ix(y)| < 2. Thus, TTPreﬁx(x)
and TTPreﬁx(y) must have at least 2 elements in common to
satisfy J(x, y) ≥ t.
Given a candidate pair of ordered sets (x, y), Two Tokens
ﬁlter (TTF) checks T T P ref ix(x) and T T P ref ix(y), discarding the pair if there are no at least 2 overlap elements.
This ﬁlter can be used in the reduce phase to cut down the
number of candidate pairs.

C. Methods
In the experiments PPJoin and TTJoin are evaluated on
the datasets described in the previous section. Both self join
and RSJoin are tested. Enron Mails and PubMed20 datasets
are used to test self join, while the RSJoin is executed on
Citations.
The experiments are performed using Jaccard similarity as
similarity measure, however it is possible to use different similarity measures (e.g. Dice, Cosine, Edit, etc.). The comparison
tests are executed ﬁrst varying the threshold, and then with the
variation of number of workers nodes, from 2 to 10.
Firstly, two version of PPJoinare compared, then more
detailed tests are executed on TTJoin , evaluating it on the
largest dataset, Pubmed Abstract. The scalability is evaluated
measuring its execution time from 10 to 20 worker nodes, and
also varying the threshold. Furthermore, TTJoin is tested
with subsets of PubMed Abstract, these datasets are generated
by sampling PubMed Abstract by 10, 20 and 50 percent of its
original size.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
To test PPJoin and its improvements four real-world
datasets are used:
• Enron Mails is a dataset of emails which was collected
and elaborated by CALO Project (A Cognitive Assistant
that Learns and Organizes)1 . The corpus contains about
500 thousands emails;
• PubMed Abstracts is a collection of abstracts of biomedical publications from MEDLINE2 . Contains about 14
million abstracts;
• Citations is composed by two datasets which contain data
extracted from Citeseer and DBLP. For each publication
are reported: title, authors and name of the journal in
which was published; however, the title is the only
attribute that is always available in all records. The
missing information can cause signiﬁcant variation of the
similarity measure, thus we chose to keep only the title
for our tests. The RSJoin is tested with this dataset.
Table I resume the datasets characteristics; where rows is
the number of documents in the datasets, max is the maximum

D. Results
Figures 3, 4 and 5 reports the results obtained among the
different algorithms. These tests compare the scale-out of
examined algorithms and the behaviors of algorithms with
variance of threshold. The scalability on small datasets, like
Citations, is limited since the workload is small, and the
distribution on high number of worker nodes does not increase
the performance. While, the scalability is enhanced on larger
datasets (Enron Mails and PubMed20).
Varying the threshold it is possible to observe how the
workload is reduced with the increasing of the threshold. This

1 http://www.ai.sri.com/project/CALO
2 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pmresources.html
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(a) Threshold variation

(a) Threshold variation

(b) Number of nodes scalability

(b) Number of nodes scalability

Fig. 3: Enron Mails execution time

Fig. 4: PubMed20 execution time

happens because the size of the preﬁxes is increased with
the lowering of the threshold, causing in an increasing of the
workload.
a) PPJoin comparison: PPJoin as implemented in [11]
is compared with our version that avoids the duplicate generation PPADJoin. The results show that PPADJoin takes
advantage when the number of candidate pairs is higher.
On PubMed2020 the number of candidate pairs is small
with respect to other datasets, for this reason on this dataset
the performance of PPJoin and PPADJoin are similar.
On the other datasets PPADJoinoutperforms the standard
PPJoin implementation.
b) TTJoin vs PPJoin: Our new join algorithm TTJoinis
more efﬁcient with respect the PPJoinand PPADJoin, since
the use of the TTFilter let to prune more pairs, generating less
candidate pairs. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6 TTJoin is
able to process the whole PubMed Abstract dataset, that cannot
be processed with PPJoin.
c) TTJoin - scalability: The scalability of TTJoin is
evaluated on the whole PubMed Abstracts dataset. Figure 6a
shows the scalability of TTJoin varying the threshold on 10,

15 and 20 worker nodes. With a higher threshold the execution
times are very close to each other, this because the workload
is very reduced, since the length of the preﬁx depends from
the threshold. With a lower threshold there is a signiﬁcative
improvements at the increasing of the number of workers in
term of execution time, since the data to process are much
more.
The last evaluation is on the performance of TTJoin varying the datasets size. This evaluation is performed with
PubMed10, PubMed20, PubMed50 and the whole PubMed
abstract. The workload increases when increasing the volume
of dataset. The results of tests are shown in Figure 6b. With
the increase of volume of data, the performance with high
number of worker nodes are better, this is due to limit of
resources when the number of worker nodes is low. Thus,
with a small dataset the performances are similar, while with
a larger dataset, the performances with more worker nodes are
higher.
From these experiments it is possible to conclude that
TTJoin is able to scale almost linearly with the increasing
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(a) Threshold variation

(a) Threshold variation

(b) Number of nodes scalability

(b) Number of nodes scalability

Fig. 5: Citations execution time

Fig. 6: TTJoin scalability

of the worker nodes.

In conclusion, our work put forward new methods to
improve set similarity join, with the hope it can contribute
researches on similarity join optimization.

V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
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